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In a recent phone call, I was reminded of a
Latin phrase attributed to Augustine of Hippo:
Solvitur ambulando. It’s most often translated
as, “It is solved by walking.”
I first remember hearing the phrase back in
2014, just prior to when Barb and I took that
very long walk across northern Spain, the
Camino de Santiago.
There are at least a couple of ways of thinking of it. The most common and most widely
applicable point, I suppose, is simply the encouragement to get outside and take a walk.
It’s good for you, body and soul, heart and mind. It’s a holy discipline to simply go out to
take in the beauty and wonder of God’s creation.

9 AM Sunday
Adult Forum
on Zoom

As an added benefit, it’s also good to get out of our indoor ruts and our own thoughts.
Clear your head. Breathe in some fresh air. Give yourself some distance from whatever
vexes or agitates, and maybe you’ll come up with a plan or a better thought.
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on FaceBook
and YouTube

That’s the fundamental wisdom of the ancient teaching.
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on YouTube
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And there’s also this less-recognized bit of wisdom: the only way to solve much of what
challenges us is to keep on walking, putting one foot in front of the other. Wishing
things were different won’t help very much.
In the midst of our ongoing pandemic, it’s also good to be reminded that there are no
shortcuts. There’s no way to get around the challenges of the current moment; we can
only get through them by moving forward, taking one step at a time. And then another
step. And then another.
That’s a hard truth, I suppose. Early this past summer, we thought we were through —
or at least very nearly so. We took off our masks. We went out to restaurants. We went
on vacation. For my part, I started to talk to you about plans to fling wide the doors of
the church!
This is hard. I get it. I share your disappointment. So go ahead and lament. And then
join me, please, as we tie on our proverbial hiking boots. There’s a journey ahead of us.
Let’s do what we need to do, taking one step at a time, putting one foot in front of the
other. And we’ll get there. We’ll solve it all … by walking.
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Ramblings from the Senior Warden

Bill Carrington

When this pandemic first took hold it seemed like we
were entering a place like “the valley of the shadow of
death.” This valley of the Covid-19 pandemic turned
out to be bigger and longer than many of us expected.
A few months ago we had come to a place where we
thought we might be nearing the end of the pandemic.
Now, at the end of September, we see we have at least
a few months left before we come to a place we might
call “the end of the pandemic.”
At Trinity, as of this writing, we have postponed several of our fall events and
activities. All of us seem to be wearing masks again as directed by our governor
and Zoom meetings are continuing for the Vestry and other parish
organizations.
It is likely we will continue to hold Sunday in-person worship at 8:00 am, with
precautions taken to mitigate the spread of disease. The later 10:00 am service
will continue only as an online service on Facebook and YouTube.
Several parishioners I have spoken with, who are fully vaccinated, said that
they signed up to receive the booster shot when it becomes available on
September 20th. Well done!
During the first part of the pandemic, we shared a common purpose and
understanding. Nineteen months into the pandemic, individuals have many
different responses to the spread of the Delta variant. Most of you are
exhausted by the stress and uncertainty we have experienced during the past
months. We are tired from the extra effort required of us to stay healthy.
Who are you choosing to walk with as you make your way through this second
part of the valley? I choose to walk with you. I have never found a better
people to walk with, especially in a dangerous place, than you.
I also try to walk beside the one we call “the Lord of Love.” I know you are
doing the same. Together, we seek to be kind, caring and patient with one
another as God is kind, caring and patient with us. Together, we will get
through this!
May God be with you through every minute of every day. Remember that you
are never alone.
Blessings,

Bill

Judy Warren, Clerk of the Vestry
(541) 639-4111
owlandcompass@gmail.com
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Meet the Vestry: Carol Spongberg
It is an honor to be a member of the vestry at Trinity. I am originally from Edina, Minnesota,
a suburb of Minneapolis. I have an older brother and a younger sister. My interests
included skiing, biking and ballet. I graduated from the University of Minnesota with a
degree in English. My family attended a Lutheran church where I was baptized and
confirmed.
After graduation I moved to New York City and worked in the headquarters of Estee Lauder.
I joined a club for young adults at St. Bartholomew’s Episcopal Church and quickly became
involved with their theatre group. While I did appear onstage in musicals, my main roles
were being the property manager and running spot lights.
After two years in New York I returned to Minneapolis and worked for the University of
Minnesota before heading to Phoenix for graduate school. I attended Thunderbird School of Global Management,
earning an MBA. The lure of New York City called me back again and I worked for a consulting firm as an international
market analyst.
Finally, I had enough of New York and moved
to Seattle. I worked for Simpson Timber
Company in risk management. A friend told
me she knew a man I just had to meet. It
turns out she was right and David Carroll and
I were married two years later. We lived in
Seattle until a job opportunity for David took
us to Sedro-Woolley, Washington. We raised
our two sons, Andrew and Ben, in SedroWoolley and enjoyed the small-town
environment. It was during this time that I was confirmed in the
Episcopal church.
I had a small business during that time knitting ski hats and
Christmas stockings. Once the boys were in school I began
working as the director of the Christmas Fund, a program
sponsored by the local newspaper that served over 6,000 people
annually, providing food and toy baskets for the needy in the area.
I was a frequent volunteer
in my children’s classrooms. That experience brought me back to my original
plan of being a teacher. I found a certification program for teachers at
Western Washington University allowing me to earn my certificate in a year.
Once again, my life took a turn. I was fortunate to find a career that brought
me great joy. I taught kindergarten and then first grade for the last ten years
of my working life.
David and I retired and moved to Bend eight years ago. We were delighted to
find an Episcopal church in which we could explore our faith, fellowship and
service. Since joining Trinity, I have been a member of the Altar Guild and a
volunteer at Family Kitchen. I am the vestry representative to the Family
Kitchen board. I also volunteer as a Smart Reader and with the Assistance
League of Bend.
Our older son, Andrew, lives in Vancouver, Washington with his wife, Lise. Our
younger son, Ben, still lives in Sedro-Woolley with Stephanie and their fourmonth old son, Forrest.
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Every pledge campaign begins and ends with Gratitude. For all that is changed in our current times, that remains true.
It is a truth repeated throughout our liturgies and our prayers, including this prayer from the Diocese of Washington:
O God, in whose every creation we discover a gift freely given: help us to understand that all we have comes
from the outpouring of your generosity, inspire in our hearts a deep sense of gratitude, and move us to share
what we have received with the same immensity of spirit in which it was given. May our gifts of substance and
service be an example of Christ’s enduring presence and outreach to this community and all beings. Amen.
Covid has forever changed the way we worship and it has heightened
our awareness of God’s call to for us to give back to our neighbors, our
church, the world. Our theme this year is Every Perfect Gift. With this
theme in mind, we want to highlight how every dollar that we raise has
a face behind it, a story, a purpose, and a mission!
We use our financial gifts to serve God, to care for each other, and to
show our love for our neighbors. What greater gift can there be? The
Stewardship Committee is grateful for how each of you have continued
to support Trinity during these very uncertain times. We welcome you
to reflect on how your blessing can be a blessing to others; this is the
spirit behind our theme of Every Perfect Gift.
Moments of Grace
As we move through the Stewardship season, we plan to share with you the many ways your pledge matters. We’ll
share a series of short vignettes, each of them offered as a “Moment of Grace.” Each one will highlight a different facet
of our life here at Trinity, showcasing one of the ways we share love with one another and our neighbors. (You’ll be
able to access these short videos as we add them to a dedicated stewardship page of the parish website.)
If you are ever in doubt about the impact of your giving, look about you. Whether it is the ability to worship via
YouTube or Facebook, the thousands of meals shared at Family Kitchen or the Pastoral Care that has been so
important during Covid – each of these is part of the story of your giving.
This year we invite you to make your perfect gift, reflective of the gifts you have received from our Creator.
Sunday, October 31: NOT “Trick or Treat” Sunday
In previous years, we’ve ended our annual appeal with a brunch to celebrate all our gifts — those received and those
shared. We were not able to gather for such a brunch last year, and we will not gather this year either. But we’ll invite
you to come by for a drive-through drop-off of your pledge cards.
And because it’s All Hallows’ Eve (more commonly known as Halloween), we’ll have a treat for everyone who drops by.
Oh, yes, we’ll have a little fun. But make no mistake, this is serious for us. We’re all committed to doing what we can to
support the life and ministry of this parish family, and we pray you will take this seriously as well.
Thank you, all, for your perfect gifts from this year’s Stewardship Team: Suzanne Brady, David Childers, Jane Davis, and
Bob Hann.
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Feast of St. Francis (observed) — Sunday, October 3rd
The Feast of St. Francis is on October 4. St. Francis is widely loved, in part for his
legendary love of all creatures and all of creation.
To celebrate the occasion, many churches (including Trinity) have made it a
custom to invite members of the congregation to bring a beloved furry
companion (or sometimes a more exotic companion with gills or scales or
wings!) to come to church on the Sunday the beloved saint’s feast day. Indeed,
the blessing of pets on that day is one of the highlights of the year!
And it would be great fun to do all of this again this year. But we’re not going to
be able to gather together in church, so we’re going to have to be creative again
this year and come up with a virtual pet blessing for the morning worship.
To make it work, we need your help. Send us photos of your pets — and/or
other animals you know. This year, we’d like to include a way to remember
those companions who have died. You can email directly to Father Jed at
jed@trinitybend.org. Please be careful to let him know which pets should be
included during the “In Memoriam” portion of our blessing.
God of manifold blessings, source of all that is good and true and holy: Raise us up to see the world
through your eyes, so that with the eyes of our heart enlightened, we may treasure each creature
alive with your Spirit and touched by your creative hand. And may the blessing of this bountiful God,
who creates, redeems, and sanctifies, be upon us all, now and for ever. Amen.

Kids Korner and ALL our furry friends — Sunday, October 3rd
We’re inviting the children of Trinity and their families to a special celebration of
the day, immediately following Sunday morning worship. And since we’re all family,
everyone from Trinity is invited to join the party!
In order to allow us to gather in relative safety outdoors, we’re planning to meet at
Hollinshead Park, in Bend, that Sunday morning. This 16.5 acre park has an orchard
and plenty of grassy areas, a community garden, and an off-leash area for dogs to
run free.

Go past the community garden and look for us near the barn at the park, then we’ll
take it from there. Children are especially encouraged to bring their stuffed animals
for this year’s blessing. And all families — whatever your age or size — are
encouraged to add to the fun by bringing your own live and lively pets from your
homes.
Hollinshead Park
1235 NE Jones Road (Bend)
Sunday, October 3, at 11:30 am
NOTE: Although it should be relatively safe to gather outdoors, we will still ask participants to maintain a measure of
physical separations and, when not able to be safely distanced from one another, to be careful to keep masked.
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Second Sunday Cinema Online — Sunday, October 10th

Kake Huck

This October, Second Sunday Cinema sees a ghost in one of the great classics of world cinema,
Ugetsu (1953), directed by Kenzi Mizoguchi.
Made during the Golden Age of Japanese film, this period drama is based on two 18th century
short stories. In one story, a farmer leaves his family to go to war and is seduced by a ghost. In the
second plot, a man wants to become a samurai and his desires have unexpected consequences for
his family. The film offers postwar criticism of militarism through both a tragic and occasionally
comedic lens.
Ugetsu is available through a few streaming platforms. Kake will stream
it at 4:00 through the zoom set up and discussion starts at 6:00 and will
offer information about Japanese Cinema as well as ask questions about
the nature of our relationship with the dead (a good question for this
time of year).
If you want to be on the email list for the zoom, please contact Kake at
kakehuck@yahoo.com.

Diocesan Convention — Tuesday-Wednesday, October 12th and 13th
The Diocese of Eastern Oregon meets annually for the Diocesan Convention. After being
obliged to go online for a virtual Convention last year, organizers this year hoped we
would all be able to gather for a root-tootin’ good time in Pendleton this year.
Alas, we’re back to doing it all online again. But the upside is that more members of the
Trinity congregation can participate if so inclined. More information is available on the
Diocesan website at: http://www.episdioeo.org/diocesan-convention/.
The Vestry has appointed a full slate of delegates to participate this year, but we may still
need one or two alternates. If you can step in and take part, please let Father Jed know
and he’ll follow up, as needed.
Later in the month, delegates will offer a report on their experience of this year’s gathering during one of the upcoming
Sunday forums (meeting on Zoom at 9 am). Stay tuned to learn more.

UTO Ingathering
“The United Thank Offering (UTO) is a ministry of The Episcopal Church for the mission of the whole church. Through
UTO, individuals are invited to embrace and deepen a personal daily spiritual discipline of gratitude. UTO encourages
people to notice the good things that happen each day, give thanks to God for those blessings and make an offering for
each blessing using a UTO Blue Box. UTO is entrusted to receive the offerings, and to distribute the 100% of what is
collected to support innovative mission and ministry throughout The Episcopal Church and Provinces of the Anglican
Communion.” (from Episcopal Church website)
If you have a “UTO Blue Box” at home (or have set something aside to support the UTO), please bring those offerings to
the Trinity office. The combined gifts from the congregations of the Diocese will be gathered with gifts received from
across The Episcopal Church. The combined generosity makes a huge difference near and far.
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Condega Update

Rick Negus

During the pandemic I’ve had frequent contact with Nola Nackerud,
our staff person in Condega. Ginger Sanders also has regular
contact with her friends in Condega. The picture they paint is not a
pretty one.
Nola talks about the people who are dying all around her. Two
priests, who were vaccinated, died and were buried in the middle of
the night. A 36 year old Red Cross worker, a friend in Condega she
has known for twenty years, a city employee our group has met on
several occasions, a potter we’ve seen work at Ducuali Grande, my
dear friend Francisco and others. She says there is no wake, no
funeral service, just straight to cemetery for burial.
Nola talks about the fear she feels, yet she continues to do our business. Recently she was approached by the mayor
and the medical clinic director about buying oxygen tanks for the clinic. People arrive at the clinic with COVID and
cannot breathe. There are no resources within the community to purchase oxygen tanks. They come to Nola because
of her connection with us. She has no choice but to let us know of the situation.
I have to tell you it is hard to hear Nola’s story. Here we sit in a first world country where there is plenty of vaccine,
yet we have people who refuse to acknowledge the science and get vaccinated. Most everyone in Condega has yet to
be vaccinated because there is no vaccine. Their government is in denial and they are dying at a per capita rate that
far exceeds what we are experiencing in the United States.
Despite a very tight budget for 2022 the planning committee decided to send $600 from the Condega Project funds to
purchase three oxygen tanks. I have suggested to Nola, if she thinks it is a priority, we can use the $6,600 we usually
spend on school uniforms for more COVID relief.

All of this helps me to put things in perspective. Like all of you I am sick of COVID and the restrictions it has put on my
life. But, then I look at what Nola, and the people of Condega are experiencing, and I have to acknowledge how
blessed I am.
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Red Door Marketplace Update!

Adrienne Garrison

Given the current situation with COVID, I’m afraid we have decided to
further postpone the Red Door Marketplace.
If we can fully return to in-person worship before Christmas, and there
is enough time to organize, we may do a “Trinity only” Marketplace.
Should things improve to that point, the Marketplace Committee will
call a meeting and make recommendations relative to how we would
like to proceed with our event.
Otherwise, we will regroup after the holidays and see what our future holds. Maybe a spring
Red Door Marketplace with Easter baked goods??? Only time will tell…

In the meantime, we have a request of our crafters. We need to know if we’ll have enough items to offer, should the
opportunity arise, to allow us to stock the Marketplace. So we are asking you to call or email us to let us know what
your inventory (best guess) of items is.
Here are the contacts keeping lists of items:



Sewing: Marie Suhre (suhredts@hotmail.com) or Carol Spongberg (carol_spongberg@msn.com)



Knitting: Anita Walker (awalker@bendbroadband.com) , Gaye Lawson (glawson@bendcable.com)
or Jane Billingsley (janethequilter@gmail.com)



Any other Types of Crafted Items: Adrienne Garrison (adriennegarrison28@gmail.com)

Thank you for your continued support and understanding!

Snow Removal Team Help Needed

Jerry Lear

Imagine being at Trinity early in the morning. The air is crisp and
the new snow is crunchy. You are removing the snow from the
sidewalk with one of Trinity's three powerful snow throwers.
Having finished that, you are now shoveling the snow off of the
church steps so that people can safely enter and worship.
This is what it is like to be part of Trinity's Snow Removal Team.
If you are interested in learning more about being part of this ministry, please call me
@ 541-639-1049 or email me at jjlear@gmail.com and we can talk.
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Latinx Visioning Opportunities (LOV)

Betsy Lamb & Ann Havill

Pre-pandemic, Trinity would often hold a Ministry Fair in Brooks Hall to introduce the many ministries and groups
working within Trinity such as Altar Guild and in the broader community like Family Kitchen. The fair provided an
opportunity for parishioners to learn about a particular ministry and possibly consider joining. It was one way people
could understand and appreciate the work being done to support the church’s mission. In this article, you are invited to
read a brief overview of Trinity’s LOV group. We hope it will leave you with questions and a desire to know more.
What is LOV? In early 2018, a diverse group of parishioners met with the intention of offering opportunities to the
Trinity congregation for becoming better acquainted with Latinx people who comprise a major population group in
Bend and Deschutes County. LOV organized Adult Forum speakers; the Borderless Stories exhibit at St. Helen’s; and
weekly Momentos Latinos in the service bulletin; and also promoted community activities that moved the vision
forward.

Full of commitment and energy, Fr. Jed and LOV reached out to Padre Samuel Borbon, the Associate Missioner for
Latino/Hispanic Ministries for the National Church and invited him to visit Trinity (September 9,, 2018) and speak at
Adult Forum and preach at both worship services. Padre Borbon made a second visit to Bend in November 2019 to
lead parishioners in an all-day Saturday workshop as well as speak at the adult forum and preach. With his facilitation,
six progressive steps were identified for developing a connection between Trinity and the Latinx community. They are:
·
·
·
·
·
·

Provide parish formation
Build Bridges
Build parish consensus
Walk together
Embrace change
Move forward into the future

Following up on the steps developed with Padre Borbon, the Trinity LOV group developed a local plan. The plan has
seven initiatives:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Encourage volunteer participation
Participate in the Latino Community Association’s Family Empowerment Luncheon
Support Bend’s Welcoming Week activities (Sept 10-19, 2021)
Increase awareness of Latino cultural and religious events
Encourage the introduction of liturgical and musical elements into our worship
Provide opportunities to learn about our Latino neighbors
Encourage members of the congregation to initiate or improve their Spanish language skills

For the coming year each initiative in the LOV plan will focus on the first two steps: Parish Formation and Building
Bridges. Parish Formation, meaning to create opportunities to learn about our local Latino community and Building
Bridges, connecting with Latino individuals and groups.
Two events are coming up that give meaning to Parish Formation and Building Bridges:
Parish Formation: On October 10th at 9:00 am Trinity will welcome Fr. Tom Bonacci to our virtual Adult Forum. Fr.
Bonacci has worked closely with Latinx communities in the Bay Area and heads the Interfaith Peace Project in Antioch,
CA. He will talk to us about scriptural and theological bases for his work…and ours.
Building Bridges: The Latino Community Association’s annual Empowering Families Luncheon was being planned for
an in-person event at the Unitarian Universalist Fellowship on December 2nd. The LCA is now waiting for further
information to decide whether an in-person event can be safely held due to the current increase in positive Covid cases
and hospitalizations. We will wait to promote Trinity’s participation in the event until we learn more (probably midOctober). Meanwhile, please save the date!
To learn more about the Trinity LOV group or join in our work, please contact Betsy Lamb or Ann Havill at 541-6337354; felamb38@gmail.com or ahavill@bendbroadband.com.
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Family Kitchen News

Donna Burklo

It's a busy time here at Family Kitchen. We've just experienced
our highest monthly meal count ever - 6,887 in August.
Dinners are averaging 300 meals on Tuesdays and Thursdays,
with 180 or so going out in bulk with sweet volunteers who are
delivering to low income housing and the overnight shelter. We
also continue to provide meals daily to the County/City/
NeighborImpact-coordinated isolation motel.
And some news about locations!
One simple change was to move our Sunday meal to Bend Church. It's nearby and our diners are familiar with the
location from their Wednesday breakfast, drop in services, and mail receipt service. Keeping our consistent mealtimes
is so important to our diners. Nice to have a close-by landing spot!
We are also, after a great deal of research and conversation with local volunteer organizations, beginning a weekly
meal in Sisters as soon as we can get staffed up there. The Sisters Community Church has offered the location, which is
also used by the Council on Aging for senior meal services. More to come on this!
Those Trinity Family Kitchen founding mothers were onto something way back in 1986. The need has only increased
and yet the manner in which we do things has always stayed true to those beginnings.
If you ever have questions, please don't hesitate to call or email: donna@familykitchen.org 541-760-5677.

Joint Statement on Climate Change
For the first time, the leaders of the Roman Catholic Church, the Eastern Orthodox Church and the Anglican Communion
have jointly warned of the urgency of environmental sustainability, its impact on poverty, and the importance of global
cooperation.
Pope Francis, Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew and Archbishop Justin Welby urge everyone to play their part in
“choosing life” for the future of the planet.
In a joint statement, the Christian leaders have called on people to pray, in this Christian season of creation, for world
leaders ahead of the United Nations Climate Change Conference (COP26) this November. The statement reads: “We
call on everyone, whatever their belief or worldview, to endeavour to listen to the cry of the earth and of people who
are poor, examining their behaviour and pledging meaningful sacrifices for the sake of the earth which God has given
us.”
The joint declaration issues a clear warning—“Today, we are paying the price…Tomorrow could be worse”—and
concludes that, “This is a critical moment. Our children’s future and the future of our common home depend on it.”
As individual people of faith, the statement calls on us to pray for world leaders ahead of COP26 and to make
meaningful sacrifices for the sake of the planet, working together and taking responsibility for how we use our
resources.
The full statement is available online.
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A Celebration of the Life of Bill Ellis — Saturday, October 30th
After such a long delay, a memorial service for Bill Ellis has been planned for:
Saturday, October 30
1:00 PM
Trinity Episcopal Church
469 NW Wall Street
Bend OR 97703
We hope that we will be able to invite friends and family to gather in person, though a final decision about whether
that’s possible is still pending. A reception at the Boys and Girls Club of Bend, across the street from the church, will
follow the service.

The service may be viewed on YouTube. The link for the service will be made available on the Trinity website the week
before October 30th. https://trinitybend.org/this-week-on-the-internet-for-trinity/.
Masks will be required during the service and reception. The family asks that you be vaccinated if you plan to attend
the service.
Please RSVP Beth at bnbellis@comcast.net if you are coming, so we can prepare seating space.
In lieu of flowers, cards or gifts, donations may be made to Trinity for the Condega Nicaragua Project or Family Kitchen.

In Memoriam
Harriet Ennis
March 8, 1926 — August 27, 2021
Rest eternal grant to her, O Lord;
And let light perpetual shine upon her.
May her soul, and the souls of all the departed,
Through the mercy of God, rest in peace. Amen.

October Birthdays
1 David Childers

9 James Duvall

15 Vivian Bristol

24 James Christo

2 David Hahn

10 Mary Fellows

17 Kaitlin Leck

27 Chuck Bowen

5 Carol Spongberg

10 Jeanne Merritt

17 William Weiss

28 Julie Lear

5 Carl Fuller

12 Diane Lindeleaf

17 Deby Welch

29 Loomis Goode

5 Ken Sandine

13 Paula Pyron

19 Jane Davis

31 Ann Havill

6 Jan Schweizer

14 Jandi Kelly

23 Joyce Corn
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Trinity Episcopal Church
469 NW Wall Street
Bend, Oregon 97703
Return Service Requested

In celebration
of the Feast of St. Francis
we will celebrate two blessings of animals
on Sunday, October 3
Lord, make us instruments of your peace. Where there is
hatred, let us sow love; where there is injury, pardon; where
there is discord, union; where there is doubt, faith; where
there is despair, hope; where there is darkness, light; where
there is sadness, joy. Grant that we may not so much seek to
be consoled as to console; to be understood as to understand;
to be loved as to love. For it is in giving that we receive; it is in
pardoning that we are pardoned; and it is in dying that we are
born to eternal life. Amen.
A Prayer attributed to St. Francis (BCP, p. 833).
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